This paper puts forward a new method of alphanumeric character recognition based on BP neural network classification and combined features. This method firstly establishes three BP networks respectively for three categories of characters which are classified according to their Euler numbers, with the combination of grid feature and projection feature as the input of each BP network. When recognizing a character, its combined features are fed into the three BP networks simultaneously without the necessity for judging its Euler number. The final recognition result is elaborated by synthetically analyzing the outputs of three BP networks. Experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively improve the recognition ability and efficiency, and has a good property of fault tolerance and robustness. Furthermore, the weight coefficients of combined features for each BP network are optimized, which can further improve the recognition rate.
Introduction
Alphanumeric characters recognition is a key research area of pattern recognition, and it has been widely applied in license plate number and library call number recognition. The success of pattern recognition, to a large extent, depends on the stability and accuracy of extracted features. The quality of the extracted features will directly affect the recognition result 1 . According to the unified entropy theory of pattern recognition, we must ensure that the extracted features contain sufficient information to get a higher recognition rate 2 .
A variety of methods have been developed for extracting a character features. For example, Bandara explored fuzzy feature descriptions for character feature recognition 3 . Plamondon put forward a way of using machine learning, such as hidden Markov model (HMM), to extract character features 4 . Kim developed a character feature extraction method by using support vector machine (SVM) 5 . Woods employed Sobel edge detector to analyze and classify image-based spam 6 . Tangent vectors are also widely used for character feature extraction 7 . Some combined recognition methods have also been proposed for character feature recognition, such as, Hassiba put forward an approach of combining neural network with SVM to recognize alphanumeric characters 8 . Camastra developed an approach of combining neural gas and learning vector quantization for cursive character recognition 9 . In character recognition, alphanumeric features are generally divided into statistical features, direction features and structural features 10 . Traditional statistical features include stroke density feature, geometric moment feature, histogram feature, grid feature, feature points feature and so on. Statistical features have the characteristics of strong anti-interference, simple algorithm of matching and classification, weak subdivision and bad capability of distinguishing between similar characters. Direction features generally include chain code feature, gradient feature and peripheral direction contributivity (PDC) 11 . The universally used structural features include Euler number, skeleton feature, topological feature, concavity features, profile structure feature and so on 12 . The structural features have good compatibility with the changing of the character and capability of distinguish between similar characters, but if it cannot accurately obtain the structural feature, then recognition effect will be greatly affected. Therefore, along with the research on character recognition, the combination of two features is an efficacious method. For example, Thome and Vacavant proposed a way to get the topology and geometry-related features of the character by Reeb graph, and used the hierarchical neural networks to achieve recognition 13 . Lu put forward the idea of using Zernike rule to get the entire features, using the Wavelet transform to get the detailed features, and then classify and identify them by BP network, respectively 14 . One can also use subregion recognition firstly，and then apply an overall integrated approach to recognize a character. Such as the idea proposed by Li and Suen 15 that "the easier part recognition is first carried out, then recognition of the entire pattern can be completed by integrating the results of part recognition".
After feature extraction, in general, classifiers should be used to train and distinguish between characters. Liu sorted the classifiers as: MLP classifier, RBF classifier, LVQ classifier, DLQDF classifier and support vector machine classifier 11 . Vamvakas made a two-stage classification scheme based on the level of granularity features of handwriting character's subdivisions 16 . Pauplin presented dynamic Bayesian networks models trained for the classification of handwritten digit 17 .
This paper puts forward a new method for character recognition based on integration of two types of features. In order to ensure extracted features contain enough information of character, this paper chooses two groups of high dimension features to recognize character: grid feature and projection feature. Because they are essentially statistical features, not sufficient for structural description of character shape. This paper also uses structural feature of Euler number in order to overcome this problem.
Since the BP neural network has advantages of information distributed storage, parallel processing, self-organization, and self-learning, etc., it has been widely used in image pattern recognition 8, 13 . Aiming at solving the current bottlenecks of low recognition rate and complex algorithm in image pattern recognition, this paper firstly roughly classifies all alphanumeric characters into three categories by structural feature of Euler number, and establishes three BP neural networks corresponding to each category. Each BP network is trained by the samples of corresponding category, respectively. The grid feature and projection feature of a character constitute its combined features, which serve as the input of each BP network. When recognizing a character, its combined features under the optimal weight coefficients are fed into the three BP networks simultaneously, without the necessity to select one of three BP networks according to judgment of its Euler number. A synthetic analysis of the outputs of the three BP networks is then applied to determine the final recognition result. The experimental results indicate that the method can effectively improve recognition ability and efficiency, and has a good property of fault tolerance and robustness.
Single Feature

Structural feature
Euler number reflects topology feature of image, which is equal to the number of total targets of image minus the number of holes of image. In the binary image, a target is a set of 4-connected or 8-connected points, whose values are 1. The so-called 4-connected rule is that only horizontal and vertical pixels can be connected; 8-connected rule is that all eight connections pixels can be connected as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . To denote the diagonal connecting pixels, the 8-connected rule only needs one value, while 4-connected rule takes two values, which makes computation complex and storage large, so this paper chooses the 8-connected rule utilized to the experiment study. Figure 3 shows the binary image matrix of "8". The image contains a target in accordance with the 8-connect rule, while the number of holes is 2. So its Euler number is -1.
26 letters and 10 digits are divided into three categories by their Euler numbers: Q 1 ={8, B and Q}, whose Euler numbers are -1; Q 2 ={0, 4, 6, 9, A, D, O, P, R, W}, whose Euler numbers are 0; Q 3 ={1, 2, 3, 5, 7, C, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, S, T, U, V, X, Y, Z}, whose Euler numbers are 1.
Grid feature
Binary image is divided into uniform grids, such as 2 × 2, 4 × 4, and the grid feature is constituted by the numbers of pixels in the grids, and the number is counted from left to right, top to bottom. For sample of 32 × 16 binary images, this paper selects grid of 4 × 4, so the dimension of grid feature is 32 × 16 / (4 × 4) = 32. In Figure 4 , the numbers of black pixels in the 32 regions of character "A" respectively are: [0 3 5 0 0 8 8 0 0 6 10 0 0 5 9 0 3 7 11 3 4 10 12 4 7 3 7 8 12 5 8 13] . This paper takes one grid as a unit, even if some pixels are distributed wrongly within the grid, the pixels' statistical values of whole grid region generally are the same. Therefore, the grid feature has a property of better anti-interference. 
Projection feature
Scanning from left to right, top to bottom, projection feature is the numbers of pixels, at which scanning line intersects with the binary image. For the sample of 32 × 16 binary image, this paper obtains 32 +16 = 48 dimensional projection feature. Projection feature includes more information of image. Figure 5 shows the projection feature of "3". (1-32) of abscissa in Fig. 5 indicate rows, through which scan line passes. Correspondingly, (33-48) of abscissa indicate columns, and the ordinate is the number of pixels at which scanning line intersects with a binary image.
BP Recognition Classification Method
Since all 36 alphanumeric characters can be divided into three categories Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 by their Euler numbers, this paper can make use of the Euler numbers to coarsely classify all 36 alphanumeric characters, and then establish one BP network for each category. The input of each network is the combination of grid feature and projection feature of a character, and each network's correct output is a binary code corresponding to the character. After being trained by the samples of each category, the three trained BP network are saved. If a character is to be recognized, the combined features of the character are fed into three BP networks to obtain three results simultaneously. If the output of a BP network is a binary code corresponding to an element of the network's category, the recognition result of the network will be correct, otherwise it is wrong. IF one and only one recognition result of the three networks is correct, the character recognition is successful, otherwise the character recognition is wrong or incomplete. The proposed method essentially establishes three BP networks according to the Euler numbers of all 36 alphanumeric characters. But there is no need to judge a character's Euler number. Because we recognize a character using three BP synchronously, and then make a comprehensive analysis of recognition results of three BP models to determine the final recognition result. Some existing works focus on recognizing a character using different BP networks according to its Euler number. In these existing works, the Euler number must be obtained before recognizing a character. Therefore, the proposed method is essentially different from that of choosing different BP network to recognize a character according to its Euler number (EBP). Since this paper does not use Euler number in actual recognition process, you can effectively avoid the error caused by the change of Euler number due to handwriting fracture. So the method has a good property of fault tolerance and robustness.
One BP network is trained by the training samples of its category. Therefore, the BP network has better adaptability and recognition rate for a character whose Euler number is the same as the BP network. Consequently the method can quickly recognize objects from different categories. In the same category, objects' combined features are fed into the BP neural network, and the recognition rate depends on the differences of combined features between objects. recognition accuracy depends on the generalization ability of BP network for the smaller differences of combined features between objects in the same category, such as "1" and "I". For specific implementation, firstly this paper carries out the coarse classification by their Euler numbers to obtain three categories identified as Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , and establishes one BP network for each category, which is net(-1), net(0) and net(1), respectively. The number in parenthesis represents the Euler number of the network corresponding to the category. Then we respectively train the network by samples of each category and save the trained network. Finally, the test samples are put into three networks, respectively, and the outputs of three networks are Re 1 , Re 2 , Re 3 . If Re i is a binary code corresponding to certain element of Q i category, then Re i is correct. Otherwise it is wrong. The recognition results of three networks are synthetically judged as the following:
If Re 1 , Re 2 , Re 3 are all wrong, then the recognition result is wrong.
If one and only one of Re 1 , Re 2 , Re 3 is correct, the recognition result is correct.
If two or all of Re 1 , Re 2 , Re 3 are correct, the recognition result is incomplete, and the final right correct result must be one of them. Therefore, other features of the character, such as Euler number or geometric moment feature, should be used for further judgment.
The flow of recognition algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . Sometimes characters may be quite unclear in practice, which will lead to misjudgment of the Euler number. Since this paper only uses Euler number to classify all 36 alphanumeric characters, so as to establish BP network model for different categories, it is unnecessary to identify the Euler number of a character. Therefore, the recognition result of BP network is not affected by misjudgment of the Euler number due to the reason that Euler number is not the substantive judgment criterion for a character in the method.
Despite Euler number is not a key factor in the method, we can use it to pre-process an alphanumeric character. Since the Euler number of alphanumeric characters can only be -1, 0 or 1, it would be incorrect if an Euler number is judged as the other numbers, such as 2 or -2. In this case, we need to do more image processing for re-identification. Moreover, if all the results of three BP outputs are correct, Euler number can be used to analyze the final result.
Combined Features
This paper combines the grid feature and the projection feature according to a certain weight coefficients to constitute a combined features vector. Given grid feature is X 1×32 , and projection feature is Y 1×48 , and the weight coefficients of them are w 1 and w 2 , which all belong to [0, 1], and w 1 +w 2 =1. The combined features can be expressed as:
In order to obtain the optimal combination weight coefficients, this paper defines the feature weight vector: w= [w1, w2] and equally divides the straight line of w1 and w2 in the interval of 0.125 as shown in Fig. 7 . One point on the line represents a combination of grid feature and projection feature with different weight coefficients. Recognition rates of the system are different under different weight coefficients of two features. In this paper, the optimal weight coefficients of combined features of each BP network are determined by experiments respectively, and Section 6.2 shows the experimental results. Fig. 7 The choice of weight coefficients
Structure Design of BP Network
Theoretical analysis showed that feed forward networks with a single hidden layer can map all continuous functions 18 . So this paper designs a single hidden layer BP network. 1) The number of input layer neurons is the feature vector V comb dimension, that is, 80.
2) The number of output layer neurons is 6. In this paper, the 0 ~ 9 and A ~ Z are encoded by six binary numbers. The desired output vectors of 36-character codes are shown in Table 1 . Since the activation function of neuron is a s-type function, so the desired interval of output is (0, 1), but cannot be 0 or 1. Being 0 or 1 may cause the algorithm not converge. Therefore, this algorithm uses 0.1 to represent 0, and 0.9 to represent 1. For net(-1) corresponding to Q 1 category, the ideal outputs: "8" encoding for (0.1,0.1,0.9,0.1,0.1,0.1), "B" encoding for (0.1,0.1,0.9,0.1,0.9,0.9), "Q" encoding for (0.1,0.9,0.9,0.1,0.9,0.1). The ideal outputs of net (0) and net (1) are similar to this.
3) Hidden layer nodes are determined according to an empirical formula. Maren held that the number of the hidden layer nodes can be decided by the formula p q × if p q > , and p, q respectively represents the number of input and output nodes 17 . The number of hidden nodes is set to be 80 6 22 × ≈ in this paper. In summary, the structures of three BP network are all 80-22-6.
Experiment
Sample collection
The pictures of alphanumeric characters whose fonts are Times New Roman and whose sizes are 20pt, including normal, italic, bold, italic bold, respectively, one for each character, are generated from the drawing board. The rest of the samples are made using Matlab to add 'salt & pepper', 'gaussian' and other noises to each clear sample, which are shown in Figure 8 . A total of 40 sample pictures are generated for each character. So there are a total of 1440 sample pictures for 36 characters. 80% sample pictures of each character are extracted for the training samples, and the rest of 20% are the test samples. Since the Q 1 category has three characters, the total number of training samples of net (-1) is 3 × 40 × 80% = 96. In the same way, the number of training samples of net(0) and net(1) is 320 and 736, respectively. The number of test samples of net(-1) is 3×40×20%=24. Likewise, that of net(0) and net(1) is 80 and 184, respectively. The recognition rates of three networks are calculated by the following formula:
where P i represents recognition rate of one network; T i represents the number of correctly recognized samples of the network; M i represents the total number of test samples of the network. Fig. 8 Example of sample pictures
Experimental results
This paper got the optimal weight coefficients of combined features for all BP networks based on the points of Figure 7 . The combined features under different weight coefficients are fed into one neural network to obtain different recognition rate. We selected the weight coefficients corresponding to the highest recognition rate as the optimal weight coefficients of the network.
Since only three elements in Q 1 , the recognition rates of net (-1) under different weight coefficients are all high. If w 1 = 0.5 and w 2 = 0.5, the recognition rate of net (-1) achieved 100% by experiment. Q 2 has 10 elements, so the recognition rates of net(0) are slightly different under different weight coefficients. If w 1 = 0.625 and w 2 = 0.375, the recognition rate of net (0) achieved 95% by experiment. Among them, the number "0" is often recognized as "O", which is a dominating factor causing the decline of recognition rate. Q 3 altogether contains 23 element, and the recognition rates of net(1) are shown in Table 2 under different weight coefficients. Experimental results showed that if w 1 = 0.75, w 2 = 0.25, the recognition rate of net (1) is the highest, reaching 92.39%. The recognition rates of three BP networks are shown in Table 3 under their respective optimal weight coefficients. The recognition results of partial samples of three BP networks are shown in Table 4 under respective optimal weight coefficients.
The dimension of combined features of each sample is 80, among which 1 to 32 are grid feature and the rest are the projection feature. Two features are multiplied under respective optimal weight coefficients of each network to obtain the final combined features. Namely, the input of net(-1) is
the input of net(0) is
the input of net(1) is
The ideal output of the network corresponds to the binary code of the identified sample. The actual output of the network close to 0.1 is regarded as 0.1, and close to 0.9 as 0.9.
Such as the sample of "A" in Table 4 , the output of net(-1) is (0.0415,0.8424, 0.9566, 0.0769,0.0947,0.0531), which is (0.1,0.9,0.9, 0.1,0.1,0.1) after processing of error, corresponding to the binary code (011000) of "O". Since the character "O" does not belong to the category of net(-1), the recognition of net(-1) is wrong. The output of net(0) is (0.0110,-0.0293,0.8825,0.3238,0.8634,0.0954),which is (0.1,0.1,0.9,0.1,0.9,0.1) after processing of error, corresponding to the binary code (001010) of "A". Since the character "A" belongs to the category of net(0), the recognition of net(0) is right. The output of net(1) is (0.3315,0.4640,0.0052,0.0081, 0.1572,0.0934), which is (0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1, 0.1) after processing of error, corresponding to the binary code (000000) of "0". Since the character "0" does not belong to the category of net(1), the recognition of net(1) is wrong. Only the recognition of net(0) is correct among three networks, so the output of net(0) is the final correct recognition result. Table 4 The recognition results of partial samples The situation where all the three networks' recognition results are correct is shown in Table 4 . Take the sample of "C" as an instance, and the output of net(-1) corresponds to the binary code (001000) of "8", so the recognition of net(-1) is right. The output of net(0) corresponds to the binary code (000000) of "0", so the recognition of net(0) is right. The output of net(1) corresponds to the binary code (001100) of "C", so the recognition of net(1) is right. Since the recognition results of three networks are all correct, the result of each network cannot determine the final recognition result, so the Euler number of the character should be used for further recognition. Because the Euler number of "C" is 1, the output of net(1) is the correct recognition result.
There is the situation that the recognition results of three networks are all wrong in Table 4 . Such as the sample of "3", the output of net(-1) corresponds to the binary code (011000) of "O", so the recognition of net(-1) is wrong. The output of net(0) corresponds to the binary code (000101) of "5", so the recognition of net(0) is wrong. The output of net(1) corresponds to the binary code (001001) of "9", so the recognition of net(1) is wrong, either. Because the recognition results of three networks are all wrong, the sample cannot be identified.
In summary, the proposed method of classification BP network and combined features can satisfy the identification requirements of alphanumeric characters. Using the test samples obtained in Section 6.1, the overall recognition rate of the experiments for 36 characters reached 93.2%. The recognition rate of net(-1) reached 100%, and that of net(0) and net(1) reached 95% and 92.39%, respectively. Illegible sample, discontinuous break handwriting (such as the sample of "3" in Table 4 ) and similar characters (such as, "0" and "O", "1" and "I", "2" and "Z" etc.) are the key factors causing the decline of the recognition rate. How to deal with these issues will be one of the directions for future research.
The recognition rate of the proposed method relies on the font type and resolution of characters, which is shown in Table 5 . From Table 5 , it can be drawn that the recognition rate of bold font with high resolution is better, which reaches 94.4%. In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we use some existing methods to recognize the samples characters in Section 6.1, and the results are shown in Table 6 , where we choose 400 training samples and 150 test samples. Results on lines marked by a '*' have been previously published and are given for comparison purposes. The first compared method is the way of choosing different BP network to recognize a character according to its Euler number (EBP). It shows that EBP performs the worst recognition rate in all methods due to the misjudgment of Euler number leading to a wrong classification of BP network. The recognition rate of HMM is less than 90%, although a bit better than EBP, and this mainly comes from the limitation of its single machine learning mechanism. The way of combining neural gas and learning vector quantization contributes CAM to having a recognition rate more than 90%. The proposed methodology has a best recognition rate, more than 93%, due to the fact that we have synthetically considered combing features and BP network classification.
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Conclusions
This paper achieved the recognition of alphanumeric characters based on BP network classification and the combined features. Firstly, we carry on a coarse classification using the structural feature of Euler number and establish one BP network for each category, with the combination of grid feature and projection feature as the input of each BP network. If an object is to be identified, its combined features will be simultaneously imported into the three networks. The final recognition result is determined by comprehensive analysis of the outputs of three networks. Experimental results showed that the coarse classification can improve the recognition ability and efficiency of BP network. From the experiment, this paper has gotten the optimal weight coefficients of combined features for all three BP networks, which can further improve the recognition rate. This method can be embedded into the system of library call number or license plate, and it can be used in handwriting character recognition. So it has good practical values.
